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Abstract.- The spin reorientatIon in erbium iron garnet has been investigated with 
57Fe Mossbauer effect. It is shown that the easy magnetic axis rotates in a continu
ous way inthe temperature rant.e 65(5) - 95(5) K from the <100> to the <III> direc
tion through the angle 54 0 44' in a {liD} plane. 

liltr.duction.- 'luch attentlen hJS bt'cn p"id 

recently to the investigations of magnetic phase 

transitions of the order-order type in rare-earth 

magnets, and in particular to the studies of the 

spin reorientation phase transitions (I). Among 

different methods used in studies of these tran

sitions, the Mossbauer effect has proved to be a 

very useful tool (2). The temperature range of 

spin reorientation in garnets is usually deter

mined from qualitative analysis of the shape of 

Mossbauer spectra (Z,3). The present paper sh.,ws 

that more quantitative information on the spin 

reorientation in garnets can be derived from 

studies of temperature dependence of effective 

;uadrupole interaction. 


The. confusion in the literature concerning 


the direction of the easy magnetic axis in e'bium 

ron garnet (ErIG) has been discussed recently in 

3,4). Other references pertinent to this prc·blem 

and not cited in (3,4) can also be consulted (5

-10). Optical measurements by Belyaeva et ni. (5

-7) showed that at 4.2 K the easy m,qgnetic .;xis 

is in the [100] direction. This was also fO'.nd 
, 167 51 ,

by Streever and Caplan Wl tll Er NMR (8), \", 

:lo::lsbauer spectra measured below the Neel t~m

peraturt! TN were analysed without taking, lnt,' 

aCCl'unt the orientation of the easy magne t iZ:1 t ,,'ll 

* "': le<1w, from tl e Institute of Ph)sin" 
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' f 166 - . baxis (9,10), In the anaIY81S 0 Er Moss auer 

spectra measured in the temperature range 4.2 ~ 

85 K it was assumed incorrectly that the [111] 

direction is the easy magnetic axis (9). The main 

cause of the confusion associated with the direc

tion of the easy axis of magnetization in ErIG 

was the narrow temperature range of most measure

ments. 
. . . 57 ..2. Analys1s and d1ScusS1on.- Fe Mossbauer spec

tra of~ErIG have been measured in the temperature 

range 1.5 - 579 K. The experimental details have 

been described elsewhere (3). 

It can be shown for a cubic ferrimagnet that 

when the first two constants of magnetic aniso

tropy are only taken into account, then a minimum 

ot the free energy is achieved only for the 

orientation of the magnetization along one of th~ 

three different crystallographic directions: 

[100], [III] or [110] (I), Since the signs and 

mar.nitudcs of anisotropy constants may chanee 

with t,.":I·perat'.lre, this may lead to a reorien

tat.'.'!: l)f the magnetization. 

~llle octnhedral (a) and tetrahedral Cd) sitt's 

~n,·are-<.lnh iron garnets {RE } [Fe l (Fe )012 are3 Z 3
l'1ai;,h.:tic,tll) c' :uivalent or inequivalent depending 

"n wl.,.th'·l~ tll< 3<1g1('s e between the direction of 

ll'agnetizat >11 aud the axes of h1cal symmetry at 

tt.c a dnC: c' lte" ~'1rt> equal or nut. The point 

~'r et'y 3 ,'! til<: ,1 ",ildi requi~l''; the EFG tensor 
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Table 1.- Characteristics of iron sites in {RE)} [Fe2l (Fej)012 for three easy directions of magnet
ization. RI - relative number of iron ions occupying sites characterized by a given angle 9. 

Easy lirection of magnetization 

Iron site [100] [ I I I] [ I 10] 

9 RI State' 9 RI State S RI State 

Octahedral (a) 540 44' 4 a 

90° 4 d2 
Tetrahedral (d) 

00 2 d) 

to be axially symmetric and the symmetry axes are 

equally distributed among ~he [111] directions. 

The point symmetry 4 of the d sites also requires 

an axially symmetric EFG tensor with the axes of 

symmetry equally distributed among the [100] di 

rections. The values of the angles 9 for the 

three possible easy axes of magnetization in 

RE Fe50 12 are summarized in table I. rhus, for3
the easy magnetic axes in the directions [100], 

II I I] or [110], the MOssbauer spectra should con

sist of three, three or four nuclear Zeeman pat

terns, respectively, with the intensity ratios RI 

(table I). 

In the spin reorientation region the 

Mossbauer spectra of BrIG shoulq be fitted with 

seven Zeeman patterns (four a-site and three 

d-site patterns) for an arbitrary direction of 

the easy magnetic axis. However, since all three 

possible directions of the easy axes of magnet

ization lie in {110} type planes it is reasonable 

to assume that the spin reorientation in BrIG 

takes place in the {110} type planes. Then the 

number of d-site Zeeman patterns reduces to two 

(9 and 9 =9 Zeeman patterns - figure I), and1 2 3 
the number of a-site Zeeman patterns reduces to 

three (the angles a between the magnetizationi 
and the a-site local symmetry axes are: a 1o , 0 I

54 44 .. 91, a = 54 44 + Sj' <:13 = <:14 ,.2-I -~ cos (3 cose »). In garnets the quadrupole coup-l
] 2 h . . b tling constant 6E ,. ~ qQ at tea slte lS a ou q 

70°32' 3 a 90° 22 a 2 
0

0 I a) 350 16' 2 a l 

45° 4 d2 
54°44' 6 d 

90° 2 d l 

a-site Zeeman patterns. Therefore, the spectra in 

the reorientation region have been fitted with 

two d-site and one a-site Zeeman patterns. The 

distance 6vi (d) ~ vi (d2) 

between the i-th d and d 2 l) 2
6Vi (d) ,. 46Eq(d) (cos 91 
From figure lone can find 

2 1. 2" cos = IS1n 0],92 
This leads to 

3 2 

vi(d), i - 1,2 •.. 6, 

lines is equal to 

2 


cos 9 ), (2. ])2

that 


(2.2) 

6v (d) = g6Eq(d)(3cos 91 --I). (2.l)i 
The value of 6E (d) can be "J,r.al,ed from the fit 

q 
of Mossbauer spectra measured at he 1 .tum l emper

tures (3). By measuring the (fistLce t,'Ji(d) in 

the spin reorientation regi011 on· 11' able to d 

termine from equation (2. :,) rhe I emppra'.ure de

pendence of tn!! angle 91, ,m.! cor,sequentl., the 

temperature range of spin ret,rl' ntation. 

(001) M 

(111) 

-_._- /0 1$ 

<'(0) /" 

two times smaller than the one at the d site (11). Fig. I. Geometry of the spin reorientation in 
a {I) O} plane.This causes a considerable overlap of the three 
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MOssbauer spectra between 1.5 and 60 K are 

characteristic for the [100] direction of the 

magnetization (figure 2). In this temperature 

range the values of nvi(d) remain constant within 

the experimental error. The spectra at 99.5 K and 

higher temperatures show that the [11.1] direction 

is the easy magnetic axis. In the spin reorien

tation region nvi(d) decreases with temperature 

(figure 2). This corresponds to the increase of 

SI with temperature (figure 3). Figure 3 shows 

that the spin reorientation occurs gradually over 

a wide temperature region of about 30 K. The tem

peratures of an onset and completion of the spin 

reorientation are 65(5) K and 95(5) K. respect

ively. It is concluded from the variation of the 

angle G as a function of temperature that the
I 

easy magnetic axis in ErIG rotates in a continu

ous way in the temperature range 65(5) - 95(5) K 

Fig. 2. Representative temperature spectra of 
ErIG. The solid lines are the best fitted theor
etical spectra with their Zeeman components. A 
broad single line near zero velocity comes from 
Fe impurities in the absorber holder. 

from the <100> to the <Ill> direction through th~ 

angle 540 44' in a {IIO} plane. In recent papers 

by Guillot et al. (J 2,13) it has been found from 

magnetization measurements that the [100] direc

tion is the easy one below 50 K (12), whereas 

specific heat measurements gave tbe value 54(2) 

K (13). The spin reorientation process in garnets 

inv(!lves Lbe changes of magnetic space groups. 

This r~0Dlem has been discussed in (13,14). 
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Fig. 3. Temperature dependence of the angle G ,
I 

Since below 65(5) K the easy axis is in the 

[100] direction and above 95(5) K - in the [III] 

direction, this offers a unique possibility of 

determining the signs of nE at both a and d 
q 

sites. They are both negative in ErIG (3). The 

negative signs of nE at those sites were also 
q 

found in TbIG and YIG (15). This is in accordance 

with monopole point-charge lattice calculations 

which show that in all REIG the signs of nE are 
q 

negative at both sites (16). "The only exception 

is SmIG where the signs of nE (a) and nE (d) are 
q q 

negative and positive, respectively (17,18). 
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